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Philosophy:
• Reduce the observa8ons to a few very simple "statements" –
parametric representa8ons of the data over a range of
redshiY: in par8cular, star‐forma8on rates, masses, and Mpc‐
scale environments
• Infer what the analy8c consequences of these are for the
most important evolu8onary processes
• Test against other independent data (e.g. SDSS mass
func8ons)
• Gain clues as to dominant characteris8cs of the underlying
physical processes
• A kind of "empirical (semi‐)analy8c model" – providing a
context for study of physical processes with JWST and ELTs.

Red and blue galaxies in SDSS and zCOSMOS
SDSS z < 0.1

red passive

blue star‐
forming

Assume: There is a bi‐modal popula8on
of red "passive" (i.e. negligible SFR) +
blue "star‐forming" galaxies
Assume: an instantaneous net
transforma8on from blue to red,
"quenching", may depend on mass,
environment and +me
Assume: "major mergers" (1:3) will
quench. Merger rate from observa8ons
(assumed mass‐independent), and
neglect "minor mergers".

zCOSMOS to z = 1

Star‐forming blue galaxies
Three observed "facts" about blue star‐forming galaxies are also
assumed to be true (but are not cri8cal)
• sSFR is a weak func8on of mass at all epochs z ≤ 2 (β ~ ‐0.1)
• sSFR does not depend on Mpc‐scale environment (new)
• sSFR follows universal epoch dependence
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Diﬀeren8al eﬀects of environment and mass are fully separable
"Rela8ve environment‐quenching eﬃciency"

"Rela8ve mass‐quenching eﬃciency"

Of those galaxies that are, at a certain mass,
blue in the voids, what frac8on are red in
richer environments?
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In a given environment, what frac8on of
the galaxies that are blue at very low
masses, are red at higher masses?
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eﬃciency
as
(A) Environment‐quenching
Two dis8nct physical
eﬀects:
f(mass) for diﬀerent environments
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Mass‐quenching eﬃciency
as
(a) "environment‐quenching",
independent
of mass
f(environment) for diﬀerent masses
(b) "mass‐quenching", independent of environment
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Eﬀects of mass and environment also separable in zCOSMOS to z ~ 1
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The eﬀect of environment at ﬁxed over‐
density does not change since z ~ 1
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i.e. Environmental eﬀects in the galaxy
popula8on appear as galaxies migrate to
higher overdensi8es as LSS grows
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Thus the environment quenching depends on
environment but not on mass or epoch:
These are signatures of "satellite quenching"

Satellite frac8on in Millennium Run mocks (Kitzbichler & White 2007 ) also
depends on environment but not on mass (M < 1010.9 M) or epoch (z < 1)
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(B) Therefore our "environment‐quenching" is probably simply "satellite‐quenching",
with 30% < fquench< 75% for log(1+δ) < 2, independent of mass

What about mass‐quenching and the the evolu8on in εm?
The dominant eﬀect in mass‐quenching is not the change in the red frac8on at ﬁxed mass,
(i.e. εm) but the eﬀect of SFR bringing up new blue galaxies from lower masses:
i.e. most informa8on on mass‐quenching is in the evolving mass‐func8on of star‐forming
galaxies rather than in the red frac8on at ﬁxed mass.
Observed fact: M* for blue star‐forming galaxies
is remarkably constant since z ~ 2, despite the
hundred‐fold increase in masses of individual
star‐forming galaxies, e.g. Ilbert et al (2010),
also Pozzep et al (2010), Bell et al (2005)

φ* driYs
upwards?

α gradually
steepens?

Constancy of M* of star‐forming galaxies
It is "easy to see" (and to show analy8cally) that constancy of M* of star‐
forming galaxies requires a mass‐quenching rate that is propor8onal to sSFR
and to mass, i.e. to the SFR alone

ηm = µ × SFR with µ = (M*)−1
This quenching law will maintain constant M*, but will cause a small
increase in φ*(t), as observed, plus a small upwards driY in faint end
€
slope α (unless β = 0.0)
(C) Our "mass‐quenching" rate must be propor8onal to the star‐forma8on
rate (or must mimic such a dependence) independent of environment,
and of both epoch and mass (except in so far as they control the SFR).
Some feedback mechanism, perhaps AGN?

Combined quenching rates: mass‐, environment‐ and merging‐:

mass
quenching

environment
quenching

merger
quenching

Quenching rates since z = 1
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Note how merger‐quenching
and environment quenching
are "complementary" – both
reﬂect the assembly of DM
halos.

The origin of the Schechter func8on

observed
propor8onal
to mass(1+β)

observed
independent
of mass

assumed
independent
of mass

• Mass‐quenching not only maintains but also produces (from more general mass func8ons) a
single Schechter func8on of star‐forming galaxies, with constant M*SF = µ‐1, independent of
environment
• Mass‐quenching produces a primary Schechter func8on for passive galaxies with iden8cal
M* = M*SF but with a modiﬁed faint end slope that is less nega8ve by Δα = (1+β) ~ 1, again
independent of environment. Added to the mass‐func8on of SF galaxies, the overall popula8on
will have a "double" (two‐component) Schechter func8on.
• Environment‐quenching and merger‐quenching produce a second Schechter func8on for
passive galaxies with precisely the same M* and α as the SF galaxies, but with a φ* that is
strongly dependent on environment (about x 4 from D1 to D4).
• Subsequent "dry‐merging" of passive galaxies in high density environments increases M* and
makes α slightly more nega8ve (e.g. ΔlogM* ~ 0.09 dex, Δα = ‐0.15 for 7.5% equal mass merging).

SDSS φ(m) for blue and red in diﬀerent environments

total MF

total MF
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blue SF MF in
D1, D4 and all

The era of precision galaxy
evolution has apparently arrived!!
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red SF MF in
D1, D4 and all

(a) single and double Schechter
func8ons for SF and passive?
Double for total?
(b) M* and α same for SF in D1
and D4?
(c) M* same for SF and passive in D1,
α diﬀer by Δα = 1 (for β = 0)?
(d) φ* for secondary passive
popula8on about 4x higher in
D4 as D1?
(e) post‐quenching merging
modiﬁes M* and α for passives
in D4?

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Sort of "ﬁt" by choosing
when to start the
simula8on

SDSS D1 0.02<z<0.085
SDSS All 0.02<z<0.085
Model All z=0
Model D1 z=0
Model D1 z=1
Model D1 z=2
Model D1 z=3

SDSS D4 0.02<z<0.085
Model z=0
Model z=1
Model z=2
Model z=3
Model z=5

Not ﬁt! Based on observed
merger rate + observed
development of over‐
densi8es) in D4

Ages and α‐element abundances for passive galaxies as f(mass)
At a given mass:
• Rate of produc8on of primary (i.e. mass‐quenched) passive component is propor8onal to
sSFR, and drops sharply since z ~ 2
• Rate of produc8on of secondary (i.e. merger‐quenched plus environment‐quenched)
component is more or less constant with epoch.
Combina8on naturally produces run of light‐weighted age and α‐element abundances with
mass
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Histories of today's passive galaxies
• What quenched today's passive galaxies?
• Did they subsequently (post‐quenching) merge?

merger‐quenched

mass‐quenched
environment‐
(satellite‐)
quenched

There are, from an empirical stand‐point, three main drivers of galaxy evolu8on
with the following characteris8cs and outcomes:
(a) a process that sets a roughly uniform sSFR for all star‐forming galaxies
(independent of mass and environment) and also presumably controls its
evolu8on with redshiY; this eﬀec+vely sets the "cosmic clock" for the
evolu+on of the galaxy popula+on. Modula8on of accre8on ﬂow of gas?
(b) an unknown physical process, but probably involving feedback of some sort,
that "mass‐quenches" galaxies at a rate that is independent of environment
and is (apparently) precisely propor8onal to galaxies' individual star‐
forma8on rates; this produces the Schechter mass‐func+on of star‐forming
galaxies, the shallower Schechter mass‐func+on of the dominant passives,
and sets the characteris+c mass M* of both. Feedback from SF, or AGN?
(c) the hierarchical assembly of dark mawer haloes, which modiﬁes the galaxy
popula8on, mainly at lower masses through, ini8ally, the merging of galaxies
and, subsequently, through the "environment‐quenching" of those satellites
that do not merge; this produces the second Schechter func+on of passive
galaxies, the appearance of environmental eﬀects in the galaxy popula+on,
and also explains a number of other proper+es of passive galaxies (mass‐age
etc). Merging and various "satellite‐quenching" mechanisms

Some implica8ons for JWST and E‐ELT?
• Search for physical processes:
e.g. "SINFONI" z = 2 unstable star‐forming disks (e.g. Natascha F‐S talk) are
sta8s8cally within few 108 years of death. What proper8es for healthy galaxies
ten 8mes lower mass (but same sSFR)?
• Baryon accumula2on:
e.g. Model constrained at z < 2, but works very well at all z < 10. How does
baryonic mass accumulate on galaxies (gas? stars?). Model has almost
en8rely gas accre8on – but minor mergers and/or mergers with ongoing star‐
forma8on look like star‐forma8on?
• Passive galaxies
The model has (can have) liwle post‐quenching evolu8on of passive galaxies.
What is happening with the size‐mass rela8on?
• Power of sta2s2cs

Is our "SFR‐quenching rate" law simply rephrasing an
underlying "mass‐limi8ng" law?
Quenching occurs sta8s8cally when a galaxy has formed M* of stars. Is this a
trivial statement?
dP
dm
= −η P = − µ
P
dt
dt
dP
= − µ dm
P
P ∝ exp(− µm) = exp(− m / M *)
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Possibly: But why should a mass‐limi8ng
law so accurately produce a Schechter
func8on with Δα = 1?

